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A dragon as a fake fiance? Risky...Dante Gildenstern, leader of the noble metal dragons, used to

have it all. Wealth, privilege, women fawning all over his beauty. Now, newly awakened in the

modern world, his powers are restrained and he&apos;s forced to work at a dating club with the

other noble metal dragons in an effort to acquaint them with humanity and hopefully help them find

mates. The only problem? Dante isn&apos;t interested in humans. That is until Ella Stanton walks

in, all curves and no-nonsense, needing his help more than she may even know.Ella Stanton needs

a date and she isn&apos;t bothered by all those bad reviews for Date-A-Dragon. They&apos;re her

last hope for a date to her sister&apos;s wedding in her hometown, and she isn&apos;t about to go

alone. So gorgeous, golden Dante it is, despite his initial frostiness and slightly ego-maniacal

behavior. He&apos;s unlike any man she has ever met, the sexiest, the strongest, and sometimes

he seems to be from another world altogether. But the closer she gets to Dante, the more she

realizes there might be more to this pretty boy beneath the surface.In spite of Ella&apos;s

reservations, Dante&apos;s in it to win her heart from the get go. And with a little luck and a lot of

romance, the overprotective dragon just may win over his sexy mate. But even the strongest of

dragons can&apos;t anticipate the dangers lurking in the mountains of Ella&apos;s hometown.Gold

is the first book in the Date-A-Dragon series! It contains ridiculously hot dragons, steamy romance,

and strong, curvy women. Enjoy!This series is a spin-off of the Rent-A-Dragon series, found

here:Steel.com/dp/B06Y1WLSJJ/Iron.com/dp/B06Y6DKRJT/Titanium.com/dp/B072283GTM/
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Dante and Ella's story is off the charts! I was wondering how the rent a dragon scenario was going

to work out when the dragon's in question didn't have any handyman skills! The reaction between

Ella and Dante when they first met was the perfect glue to keep me happily flipping through the

pages! This book is the perfect chaser to the coarse metal dragon's tales!! The writing is flawless,

the dragon's are steamy hot and the female characters are also unique! Loved this book!

The first installment of the new series nd I must say I am not disappointed. I have been spoiled by

all the other books I have read by this author and she does not disappoint. Ella has to go back to

her hometown for her sister's wedding. She does not have good memories and she definitely don't

wanna go alone. In steps Dante and OMG he is the epitome of what she wants but knows she can

never have become of her romance history. Dante knows she is his mate from the moment she

steps into the Date A Dragon penthouse. But he is unsure she even likes him.They go to her

hometown and things are not quite right and Dante is pressed to find out what happened to Ella

growing up. Come find out what she is hiding.

We met Dante in the Rent-a-Dragon series as one of the bad guys, but he is more than that. You

have to read the other series to find out why.Ella just wants to bring someone good-looking home

for her sister's wedding. She takes a chance on Date-a-Dragon, despite some pretty bad reviews.

Dante does not make a good first impression, and has to work his way into Emma's good graces. I

enjoyed learning more about both of them. This was more emotional than others in the books by

Terry Bolryder have been. There is some serious character development in this story. I do feel you

should read all her Dragon series in order: Double Dragons, Tiger Protectors, Awakened Dragons,

and Rent-a-Dragon before you read this. At the very least, read the last 2 before you start this one.

Things will make more sense if you do. Dragon shifters, great characters, good emotional depth are

all found in this story. Enjoy!

Love this series. Being a spin off of other series just makes for continuous good reading. Terry has



made each book a great standalone but much better when reading in order and in beach's series.

Terry has different shifter stories but each shifter series is outstanding. Each of the characters have

their own way of working into your heart and working with each other. The depth of and realistic of

each character takes a lot of work. I appreciate this from an author and it goes to show how much

pride in their work and how much consideration for their readers they make to insure that the

product is thoroughly enjoyed. This is an author that needs to be in everyone's collection and library.

Ella had very little self esteem and hiring Dante to go with her to her sister's wedding was

overwhelming. Her self esteem was the result of abuse throughout her school years. Dante was a

golden dragon from the Viking era. He appeared extremely self confident and was crazy about Ella.

Ella was unaware that Dante was a real life dragon and she was also unaware that she was his

mate. Dante knew he would have to go slow in wooing her so she wouldn't become frightened. This

is the end of the teaser to get you to read this book to find out what happens next. This is a fun book

with well developed and complex characters, a great storyline and a few twists and turns. Enjoy!

OMG! As soon as this popped up on my FB page I one click the hell out of it. I couldn't wait to see

how those noble metals got knocked down a peg. I fell in love with Dante about 10mins after he

walked into the parents home. He turned into the wonderful gentlemen, the over protective, sexy

alpha his mate Ella needed. Poor Ella , if she could have been open to Dante this book sadly would

have been very short..lol Over all this is a wonderful book , a great addition to the dragon book and I

personally can't wait for the other two dragon's books!!Reviewed by GypsyBelle* I own a personal

copy of this book *

Yay! The Noble Metal Dragon series is finally here. I have been waiting impatiently for these stories

since the previous Dragon series wrapped up. I just finished reading Gold and I loved it! Ella and

Dante are perfect for each other. He needed to be taken down a peg or two and she's just the smart

and sassy woman to do it. Loved the hero and heroine. Hated the villian and Ella's sister. They

deserve it. Can't wait for Silver, Platinum and Citrine's stories. I hope Robbie plays a major part in

making one of them very happy. She's something else. Good job Terry! Your books are always on

my must buy list.

More dragons being awakened each having their own special gifts. They need to find their Humanity

and find their mate before they can truly be free. A dating service with dragons is a lot more work



then it should be. Ella decides to try and and higher One of These sexy men to escort her to her

sister's wedding. And in turn offers to help the business and it's negative image. Ella doesn't know

that the men are really dragons and never expects to fall in love with the date she hired. Ella has a

lot of pain and doubt buried with her self-esteem and going home is not going to be easy even with

a dragon on her arm.
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